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Abstract:
This study has been occasioned by the discovery, during restoration works 

done in the wooden church of Poiana, Sibiu County, of several components 
from an iconographic complex belonging to a religious edifice that preceded the 
existing one which dates from 1766.

The identification of these fragments (28 pieces) unravels the mystery of 
the presence, for many years, in the narthex of the church in Poiana, of a piece, 
disunited from that old iconographic decor, representing the “Great Deisis” scene, 
signed by its author, Dumitru the painter, next to the name of the one who had 
donated the painting, in 1743. To attribute the entire group of found images to 
the above-mentioned artist, of whom little is known, merely that he had been an 
apprentice of Stefan from Ocnele Mari, as well as to date them to the middle of 
the eighteenth century, would make from this group of images one of the oldest 
ensemble of Romanian church art preserved in Sibiu county up to the present. 
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***

In a study dedicated to the „Assumption” church from Poiana Sibiului (Sibiu 
county)1, evocative for the dramatic historical circumstances when the monumental 
wood edifice was raised, in 1766, we have identified and consider worth mention-
ing here the hypothesis put forward by the late researcher Ioana Cristache-Panait, 
on the existence of an earlier place of worship2, also made up of wood, which had 
probably been erected on the very site of the present church. The presupposition 
is based on the identification, on the eastern wall of the narthex from Poiana, just 
above the access door to the nave, of a painted component, mounted on that wall, 
illustrating the Deisis icon, in the expanded representation of the theme, which 
had certainly been part of the mural ensemble of an older building. However, 
other pieces of evidence may be brought to support the same assumption, such 
as those offered by statystical church documents from the eighteenth century, or 
the village cartographic documents, drawn up during the second half of the same 
century. Returning to the issue, we are able to come up with another argument, 
based on a discovery occasioned by consolidation and conservation works done to 
the old church monument. More precisely, we refer to the work of reconstructing 
the roof when, after removing the covering and the roof structure of the sanctuary 
apse, it was found that the boards forming the upper surface of the dome, along 
that section, were doubled by others, of whose existence noone had been aware. 
The real surprise was that all those added elements were covered with paintings, 
pieces, now articulated at random, from a set unique iconography, the same to 
which the segment added to the decoration, now mounted above the door of the 
narthex, also belonged. 

***

Therefore it can be argued that an Orthodox religious edifice existed in Poia-
na village before 1766, the year when the wood church we know today was built, 
the fact being registered, as mentioned above, in the statistical documents of the 
church. It is the case of the Census of 1733, initiated by Bishop Inocenţiu Micu-
Klein, which mentioned the wooden church that belonged to the Orthodox wor-

1  Ioan Ovidiu Abrudan, „Biserica «Adormirea Maicii Domnului» din Poiana Sibiului”, in: 
Vechile biserici de lemn din ţinutul Sibiului, „Lucian Blaga” Publishig House, Andreian Publishig 
House, Sibiu, 2010, p. 85, 109.

2  Ioana Cristache-Panait, „Rolul zugravilor de la sud de Carpaţi în dezvoltarea picturii 
româneşti din Transilvania (secolul al XVIII-lea – prima jumătate a secolului al XIX-lea )”, in: Studii 
şi Cercetări de Istoria Artei, seria ArtăPlastică, tom. 31, Bucureşti, 1984, p. 72; Ana Dumitran, 
„Pictura românească în judetul Alba până la mijlocul secolului al XIX-lea. Demersuri pentru o bază 
de date”, in: Patrimonium Apulense, XII, Alba Iulia, 2012, p. 76.
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shippers in Poiana, from the seat of Miercurea 3. The Orthodox faithful had bought 
for it, on several occasions, various books of ritual, such as 

The Chiriacodromion (edition of 1699), donated to the church in 1733, the 
Antologion, which got ito the property of the church in 1738, or the Pentecostar-
ion (edition 1743), purchased by several villagers from Poiana in 17444. Other 
sources, from the same category, mention the names of no less than four Ortho-
dox priests that served at the altar of the earlier wooden church from Poiana: 
Ion Dobrotă (ordained in 1721 in Arad) and Oprea Bodea (ordained in 1721 in 
Timişoara) and those of a younger generation, priest Ion and priest Maniu5. This 
information is indicative of the importance acquired by the community of Poiana 
villagers among the other village communities of Marginimea Sibiului, a prestige 
they maintained in coming decades, when the village became a center where the 
religious freedom of the Orthodox Romanians had been claimed. It is also why 
a new Orthodox deanery had been established in Poiana6, inaugurated soon after 
the pastoral visit of Bishop Dionisie Novacovici in the village, in 17627. Given 
the rank the parish had acquired, it was natural to build an appropriate place of 
worship, at least higher than the one that existed, which presumably presented a 
modest structure. On the other hand, considering the number of worshipers (231 
families, according to statistics of the years 1760-17628), and especially given the 
fact that they all belonged to a single confession, it was not justified to burden 
them with the maintenance of more than a single church. Thus, in 1766, when 
the present church was built, it had replaced the old one, which disappeared in 
one way or another, from the landscape of the village. On the Josephine map of 

3  Nicolae Togan, „Statistica românilor din Transilvania în 1733” in: Transilvania, an XXIX, 
nr. IX-X, 1898, pp.169-213; extracted from the: Românii din Transilvania la 1733� Conscripţia 
Episcopului Ioan In� Klein de Sadu, publicată după manuscrisul aflător la Muzeul Brukenthal 
din Sibiu, Tiparul tipografiei arhidiecezane, Sibiu, 1898, p. 35; Şematismul veneratului cler al 
Arhidiecezei metropolitane Greco-catolice române de Alba Iulia şi Făgăraş, pe anul1900 de la 
Sânta Unire 200, Blaj, Tipografia Seminarului Arhidiecezan, p. 565.

4  Nicolae Iorga, Scrisori şi inscripţii Ardelene şi Maramureşene, II. Inscripţii şi însemnări, 
Bucureşti, 1906, p. 148,149.

5  I. Abrudan, op� cit., p. 84, 85.
6  Keith Hitchins and I. Beju, „Statistica romanilor ortodocşi din Transilvania din anul 1766”, 

p. 551. idem, „Conscriptia clerului ortodox transilvan din 1767”, p. 567.
7  Ştefan Meteş, „Episcopul Dionisie Novacovici (în anii 1761-1767)”, in: Mitropolia 

Ardealului, year XVIII, 1973, no.5-6, p. 557.
8  Tabellae Dismembrationis Templorum Unitorum et non Unitorum in Principatu 

Transilvaniae existentium, abaulica Comissione in Annis 1760, 1761 et 1762 succesive elaborate et 
authentice extradata, discovered by Virgil Ciobanu in Arhiva de Război din Viena (The War Archive 
from Vienna) (No. 881 from december 1762) ad published by him in „Statistica Românilor ardeleni 
din 1760-1762”, in: Anuarul Institutului de Istorie Naţională Cluj, vol III, 1924-1925, p. 82.
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the Great Principate of Transylvania, which had been drawn between 1769-1773, 
within the perimeter of Poiana village (Pojana, contained in sections 218 and 219) 
no longer figured another place of worship, besides the one that stands today, on 
the site marked by the cartographer. For reconstructing the church life of the Or-
thodox congregation in Poiana during the eighteenth century, a historical testimo-
ny may be considered: the recently discovered fragments of decoration that, after 
restoration9 were exposed in the narthex of the wooden church. Analyzing the 
icoographic subjects illustrated by each, one can easily highlight, as we shall see 
in what follows, that they were taken from all the parts of the church to which they 
originally belonged, and from various levels of those: vaults, tympanums, or part 
of the iconostasis10. One could admit, therefore, that when the church was built in 
1766, different parts of the building that had existed before, found by craftsmen to 
be in good condition (we refer here to all categories of elements that make up the 
vertical walls and the roof of a wooden structure) were recovered and incorporated 
into the new church, after the old moument had been pulled down. It would be 
hard to imagine otherwise, given the hypothesis that the old church had been sold 
or given to another community, that the members of that community would have 
accepted to take over the buildig without those parts that provided the support of a 
good quality artistic painting, preserved in satisfactory forms, as evidenced by the 
good condition of the decorative elements that may be seen even today. 

***

If we intend to reconstruct the iconography of the old church from Poiana, 
based on the few segments that have been recovered, it is natural to start with 
that fragment of decoration, which the founders of the current church decided 
not only to keep, but to expose to the contemplation of worshipers who had to 
attend church services in the narthex, a segmet that even today appears without 
any mural decoration. The reason they did that may be conected to the distinct 
aspect of that painted segment, whose dimesions fit almost perfectly the width of 
the narthex. The Deisis composition, illustrating the Great Intercessory Prayer, is 
highly monumental, its extension being given by the representation of the Twelve 

9  Some of the fragments found have been restored since 2014, and others are 
being restored by sudents and master of arts candidates from the Department of 
Conservation and Restoration of „Lucian Blaga” University, Faculty of Social-Human 
Sciences, Department of History, Heritage and Protestant Theology, under the guidance 
of professors Dana Postolache, Ioan Darida and Cristina Daneasă.

10  The elements that make up the support for painting are fir boards, whose thickness 
varies from two to nearly four centimeters, comparable to all parts observed, which would 
indicate that their origin is exclusively from the vaults and the tympana. 
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Apostles, while the significance of the image matches perfectly the symbolic char-
acter of the eastern wall of the narthex, with the door opening into the nave, sym-
bolizing the access of believers into the space of the eternal Kingdom, through the 
„narrow gate” (Lk 13, 24) of the public Judgement, „the door of [Christ’s] mercy” 
to people, openened by Mary’s and all saints’ prayers. However, the iconographic 
fragment we refer to is placed in a different position than that in the church from 
which it originated, where it occupied the register corresponding to its topic on 
the iconostasis: above the Royal doors. It actually happened that, from the old 
church, the very fragment of decor representig the frieze of the Apostles had been 
preserved: they flank, six on one side and six on the other, Hetimasia - the Judg-
ment Seat, painted in the middle and thus offering an aspect of the more devel-
oped composition of the the Last Judgment. The elements that form the support 
for the painting are fir boards, whose thickness varies from two to almost four 
centimeters, comparable to all parts observed, which would indicate their origi-
nal placement: the domes and the tympana. The scene is usually portrayed in the 
narthex, on the eastern wall of this room. Further evidence that the scene of United 
Deisis came from the temple and not from the narthex of the former church, is the 
presence of an inscription, within the composition, that communicates the donor’s 
name, that of the painter and the year when the paiting was done „To the remem-
bra[nce] of p[easan]t Dumitru Dobrotă, 1743 (year noted both in Cyrillic and in 
Arabic), written by the hand off Dumi[tru]”. It was natural that the votive formula 
to be placed in a privileged position, such as the iconostasis, where it could be 
easily observed by worshippers.Looking at them in the order established by Byz-
antine iconographic tradition, we idetify first fragments from the vaults painting. 
From the nave, only part of the Pantocrator image has been preseved. Composed 
in a round frame, this icon used to occupy, in the old church from Poiana, an area 
that extended over seven or even several boards, that used to form that portion of 
the vault. From among the inital boards, only one has been preserved, redering a 
small part of Christ’s bust, with His right arm and the hand that blesses worship-
pers. The face was totally lost, only a segment from the contour or the halo being 
still visible. More exactly the segment is merely a third of the total area of   a third 
circular medallion placed in the same shaft of the semi cylindrical dome of the old 
church, just above the altar, which offers to the view, in the same proportion, the 
image [of the Lord] [S]aba[oth], represeted in the consecrated iconographic hy-
postasis, of Jesus Christ, the Ancient-of-Days. This is all that can still be seen on 
the two planks that have been preserved: His clothing, „white as snow”, that cov-
ers half of His right torso, with the hand that blesses, as well as the visible part of 
the white hair, „clean as wool” (Daniel 7,9) corresponding to the prophetic vision. 
Also from the shaft of the semi cylindrical dome, though probably from its west-
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ern side, which covered the narthex, comes a better-conserved third tondo. It is the 
represetation of Mary with Child - Vlahernitissa. By chance two planks have been 
preserved (probably out of the seven or eight such pieces, grouped at this level), 
which offerred the support of the painting from the midpoint of the medallion, so 
these illustrate the complete figure of the Virgin and of the Saviour, next to whom 
the appelation Emmanuel was marked, and also nearly the entire bust, closed in 
the mandorla. A third plank belonged to the right flank of the composition, offer-
ing glimpses of images of winged cherubs, or from the text of the hymn of praise 
that had been engraved in the outer circular band. From Holy Virgin Mary’s Axion 
only three words are still decipherable: ... [ble]ssed ... [honorabl]e th[an] .... Also, 
on the extremities of that third board one can discern, only partially, inscribed in 
small medallions, the figure of a saint, playing an instrument, which looks like a 
lyre, and only the halo of a second character at the opposite end of the piece wood. 
Next to the former, only the word pro[phet] is inscribed, but we can identify him 
as being David, thanks to the representation of his specific instrument. The face is 
not visible in the representation of the second, but his name is inscribed and can 
be deciphered – Solomon.

From a compartmet belonging to the altar’s apse of the former church, prob-
ably from the extensions of the vaults or from the superior register of the eastern 
wall (we have no image of the planimetric section the sanctuary used to have at 
that time, but it is obvious that the placement of this theme, with its symetrical 
composition, could be only parallel to the cross-sectional axis of the room) an-
other scene has been preserved, whose innitial continuous development had been 
segmented into two unequal pieces. It elegantly appears as a composition with 
the central icon of Saint Mary with Child – Vlahernitissa (Virgin Mary – ornated, 
holding Jesus at her breast, who reflects the same pious attitude, in a mandrola), 
and bordered with figures of ornated prophets, standig in rows on both sides of 
Mary (of the sixteen figures portrayed only three from the left side of the compo-
sition and eight from its right side have been preserved). Unfortunately the rep-
resentation is incomplete since the board where the figures met in the upper side 
of the painting is missing, these being visible, in what we could find up to now, 
only to the chest level. Only the Saviour’s bust has been preserved in its complete 
form, give its placement on a lower plan, starting from under Mary’s chin and next 
to her breast. As the faces are missing, the names inscripted next to each figure are 
also absent, but the identification of the scene is doubtless.

A frieze of the Old Testament Prophets (fragmented in two longitudinal 
segments) takes us back to the imaginary space of the nave in the old church 
that stood in Poiana up to the seventh decade of the eighteeth century, where 
it occupied a high register, probably on the eastern extremity of the vault. This 
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frieze is incomplete both in its horizontal deployment, as we can count only ten 
prophets, and in its vertical disposal, wherefrom oly the upper segment has been 
preserved, which presents the haloed figures, with names iscribed next to each of 
them. The figures succeed in the followig order: St. Ezekiel, St. Anania (in fact 
one of the three Jewish brothers saved from the fiery furnace in which they had 
been thrown in Babylon, at the time of Prophet Daniel), St. Jonah, St. Jeremiah, 
St. Azariah (Anania’s brother), St. Hosea, followed by the figure of a prophet 
whose name cannot be deciphered, followed by St. Avacum and St. Prophet (and 
Judge) Samuel.

Once placed symetrically with the Prophets’ frieze, or immediately under it, 
in the same section of the nave, another group of saints presetns the Forty Martyrs 
(only four figures have been preserved): St. Martyr Cyril the deacon, St. Martyr 
Damian, St. Martyr Cyrius (the deciphering of his name remains questionable) 
and St. Martyr Dada.

In another register, in a descending direction, hyerarchs form the main Byz-
antine thrones had been represented, along pious people and theologians, and the 
great doctors of the Church. Two distinct panels have been preserved, each of 
them being made of two, overlapping boards. The first panel shows five figures of 
Hyerarch saints and representations of the pious’ busts: the first one canot be iden-
tified but he is followed by St. Vizantie (probably the Byzantine hymn composer), 
St. John of Damascus, St. Anatolie the Patriarch and St. Theophanes the Confes-
sor. The second panel shows the figures of: an unidentified saint, St. Cyprian the 
Bishop, St. Methodius the Patriarch and St. Andrew of Crete.

From the content of the evangelical cycle several scenes, innitially decorat-
ing the vault of the nave, have been preserved, from the area immediately next 
to the one we have just described above. Two boards of the southern side show a 
representation of the Annunciation, the Birth of Christ and the Baptism of Christ. 
From the northern side, six fragments allow us to reconstruct, at least partially, the 
cycle of the Passions and Ressurection, The Saviour’s Crucifixion, The Descent 
from the Cross, the Lamentations, the Descent to Limbo, The Ascension to Heav-
en and the Holy Crucifix.

From the tympanus that closed the vault of the nave towards West, two other 
wooden paintings have been preserved, representing Saints „Constantin mater ego 
Elena” and Saints Cosma and Artemie. On the side towards the narthex of the same 
semi-circular wall there used to be a large represetation of the Last Judgement, of 
which the fragment we have referred to above is still preserved, namely Hetimasia 
/ the throne on which the Saviour will sit, flanked by angels and the monumental 
figures of the twelve Apostles, and part of a board on which „Moses the Prophet” 
is represented, leading groups of „Jews” ad „Turks” towards the judgement.
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Therefore we can see how coherently, completely and lively the iconograph-
ic program of the pictures inside the older wooden church from Poiana may be 
recomposed, although most images preserved are truncated.

By comparig the recently discovered fragmets with the part from „Great De-
isis” composition, preserved in the narthex of the church, one can easily observe 
the direct conection between the two, proved by the stylistic unity characterizing 
them, although, given the more privileged position it used to occupy originally, 
the „Deisis” scene distinguishes itself through a more refined plasticity.

If we admit that all these images are part of a single unique assembly, it 
means that the painting, in its entirety, is the work of a single artist, namely that of 
whose hand („ruka”, in Slavonic), the ex-voto of 1743 had been callygraphically 
written on the „Great Deisis” icon. The dedication inscription mentions Dumitru 
Dobrota as main donor. On another occasion we referred to that distinguished 
member of the rural community, who counted among the ones that bought several 
books of ritual for the former church, in 1733, 1738 and 174411, and even became, 
at one point, mayor of Poiana.

As regards the homonymous author of the painting assembly from the old 
church in Poiana, to him Ioana Cristache-Panait attributed several other contribu-
tions, more modest though, to the church art in southern Transylvania. We should 
point out here that these attributions have not been sufficiently supported by argu-
ments, the researcher considering that the name Dumitru, which appears as sig-
nature name in all signalled cases, would indicate that all those paintigs might be 
the work of one and the same person who painted the „Great Deisis” composition 
in Poiana.

We know nothing of the fate of an icon signed, in 1727, by a painter called 
Dumitru, seen by Nicolae Iorga in the church from Petrestii de Sus, near Cheile 
Turzii12. It can be the work of the artist who painted another icon, now present 
in the collection of the Orthodox Archbishopric of Alba Iulia, coming from the 
disappeared church of Vidra, in the Apuseni Mountains. The image represets the 
„Deisis” theme, and Ioana Cristache Panait managed to decipher, although the 
work had not been at that time, as it is now, very well preserved, the name of Du-
mitru, and the year 172913. 

However, Dumitru, the author of the icon from Vidra and Dumitru, the au-
thor of the mural assembly in Poiana, express themselves in a different maner. The 
former’s want of skill and at the same time freshess of style can not be mistaken 

11  I. Abrudan, op�cit� p.85, n.229, 231, 232.
12  N. Iorga, op�cit�, p.144.
13  Ioana Cristache-Panait, op�cit�
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for the more elaborate and cultivated manner of his brother of the brush, who had 
obviously done more practice next to a master from the transalpine region. Ioana 
Cristache-Panait gives us interesting information in this respect as well. Master 
Stefan from Ocele Mari, a member of the brancovenian team that completed, in 
1707, the mural decoration of the Monastery from Surpatele, Valcea14, moving 
to Transylvania, had completed a series of works, among which a famous „Dei-
sis” icon, flanked by the Apostles, for the church in Pianul de Sus, Alba county15, 
signed next to the name of one of his apprentices, called Dumitru16. Of course, it 
is not possible to separate the intervention of the apprentice, but the elegant style 
of the icon, coceived in the Byzantine style specific to brancovenian painting, 
testifies the good skill he had acquired from his master.

We might think, as Ioana Cristache-Panait had done, that he may be the same 
Dumitru who was to accomplish, after only three years, the painted decor of the 
vaults and the iconostasis of the church from Poiana17, proving the quality of the 
skill mastered from Stefan the painter.

However, the Wallachian or the Transylvanian origin of Dumitru is still un-
certain. It seems though that he had been a local, innitiated in the subtility of the 
post-brancovenian art, but still preserving something of the unpolishedcharm of 
popular paintig. This resonance of peasant tradition, which made its way beyond 
the hieratic aspect of cultivated painting, of Byzantine tradition, can be observed 
in the work of one of Dumitru’s, namely the painter Pop Iovan the Young, to 
whom the painting of the wooden church from Sangatin (Sibiu county) had been 
attributed (around 1769)18.

And we must conclude that, following the paintings, completed in 1723, for 
the brancovenian church in Ocna Sibiului, also only partly preserved, which have 
recently been attributed to the artists from Răşinari Popa Ivan the Painter (Elder)19 
and Nistor Dascălul20, we owe to Dumitru the painter, by what he achieved in 

14  Stefan Meteş, Din istora artei religioase romane (I)� Zufravii bisericilor romane. Extracted 
from the: Anuarul Comisiunii monumentelor istorice, section for Transylvania, 1926-28, p.66, n.1.

15  Icons preserved in the collection of the Orthodox Romanian Archbishopric of Alba Iulia, 
inv. I. cf. Ana Dumitran, Repertoriul picturilor...., p. 76, n. 252.

16  Ioana Cristache-Panait, Biserici de lemn monumente istorice din Episcopia Albei Iuliei, 
marturii de continuitate si creatie romaneasca, The Printig House of the Orthodox Romanian 
Bishopric of Alba Iulia, Alba Iulia, p. 106.

17  Idem, Rolul zugravilor����, p. 72.
18  I. Abrudan, op� cit., p.50.
19  Marius Porumb, „Mihai Viteazul, ocrotitor al artei şi culturii româneşti din Transilvania”, 

in Potaissa, Studii şi comunicări, Muzeul de Istorie, Turda II, 1980, p.202.
20  Saveta-Florica Pop, „Pictura murală a bisericii lui Mihai Viteazul de la Ocna Sibiului”, in 

Conservarea şi restaurarea patrimoniului cultural, vol. IX, Iasi, 2009, p. 102.
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Poiana, possibly the second oldest set of Romanian church painting still existing 
in Sibiu county, and the oldest ensemble preserved in a wooden church21, making 
the discovery of these seemingly modest fragments of painting a truly remarkable 
fact.

21  It still remains to be seen if the primacy should not be attributed to the wooden church in 
Broşteni (commune Păuca, Sibiu County). Another royal icon from this old monument, dating back 
to 1725, is still preserved; before being stolen recently, the royal doors had also been preserved, both 
pieces being attributed to Popa Ivan the Elder, either as single author or in collaboration with Nistor 
Dascălul (Ioana Cristache Panait, op� cit�, p. 76). More careful investigations might determine how 
much from the old mural decor may be restored, whose traces, though covered with lime, may still 
be observed in the altar’s apse.
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